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About This Game

After an affair King Lucas had with the Witch of Sausan, the Queen left him and remarried in an adjacent kingdom, and now
his daughters are the only ones left at his side. Due to his love for them, each and every time they get lost in the castle, he moves

heaven and earth to get them back and he only resorts to the most intrepid knights in order to find them. Will you be one of
those knights?

Play for the favour of King Lucas and the three princesses' love. A castle will be randomly built and you must find them inside a
little area of it. You can move horizontally and vertically through the rooms until you reach your goal. Once you succeed, the
castle will become a little bit more difficult: a larger area will be unlocked... and the experience will become more hardcore

when the princess becomes lost inside a fully unlocked castle with more than 1,000 rooms.

Features:

Get money and buy upgrades such us compasses and crystal balls, more weapons such us magical sticks and swords, or
harder shields to protect yourself from the giant spiders, the armored rats, the piranhas and the many other haunted
beings in the castle.

Enroll for collective multiplayer searches where you will be able to compete with your friends or with other unknown
players. It’s simple: one princess, one winner... the first to find her.
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Talk and interact with a lot of NPCs who will play different funny and unexpected roles through your quest (yes, there's
some hidden story underneath the arcade!).

We absolutely love retro gaming and this has been engrained in King Lucas's DNA. This is a metroidvania game with 2.5D
graphics and classic game mechanics for the delight of platform, action and adventure games lovers as well as you who didn't
live the 80's and 90's; this is an opportunity for you to taste a bit of that classic feeling with the graphics and sound quality of

today.

King Lucas' castle is made up of hundreds of interconnected rooms, which are reconfigured every time a new search begins.
These rooms have been hand designed one by one (we don´t use procedural level design!) and there's no two equal gameplays.

Lava pits, water tunnels, ladders, traps... this castle has become a deadly place since the queen left.
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Title: King Lucas
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DevilishGames
Publisher:
DevilishGames
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2016
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Downloaded this and Fortnite today. Love the Battle Royale genre. For day 1 early access and being free this game kicks
major\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Being an 80's kid makes it an extra bit sweeter running around dressed as my favourite
wrestler The Ultimate Warrior. Reminds me of the kick\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665movie The Running Man. Take a
bow creators 10\/10 Bravo.. Bought this on sale. Worth every penny so far.
The scenery is awesome. Stunning. To see Egypt's ancient architecture not in ruins and with the paint and decorations is
amazing. The landscapes are impeccable. The mountains, oasis, the desert sands, the caves are all spot on.
Main story is great. Side quests can be fantastic, however, some quests are just "boar meat" quests or "he killed my husband"
type quests and do feel grindy, especially if they are associated with one of the "camps."
The gear system and it's ability to upgrade items is fantastic. The mount system is pretty darn good.
Switching between K&M and controller for alt tabbing or for using the bow in game or menus is flawless, like, insanely
flawless.
I have encountered some bugs, mainly associated with f##k#n crocodiles. Also, I wish the main attack button was not RB, for
melee it can feel clunky, I'd rather it be a thumb button.

Grab it on sale, don't bother with any in game purchases. Enjoy. Turn-based strategy game where you learn about old Egypt. I
like it!. a very nice sculpting app, but needs layer support.. When I saw the gameplay trailer for this game I was amazed by the
detail and atmosphere. A creepy dim-lit office space, something unheard of in horror games. I waited a long time to buy until it
went on sale for a price I deemed reasonable. When I first played it the ambience was chilling, the small little "spooks" really
got to me, sometimes I would even get scared from my own footsteps lolol.

But overall after playing through the game everything was well crafted except for one thing. I didn't expect God's Basement to
be a parallel world based on someone's past memories and experiences, I thought it would be a "Haunted House" type of horror,
in a way it still is but the "haunted house" centering around someone's memories and life experience was not what I was looking
for. What I was looking for is God's Basement to be a represented as a Purgatory but more terrifying, where you would
encounter creepy/scary denizens (such as the grandmother) of the this dim light office of god's basement (because for some
reason god wants his basement to look like an office space.). But anyways a direct sequel would not be a good idea imo but
instead just add more characters into the game with their own memories and experiences.
(I know I said above that I don't favor the memories and life experiences represented in God's Basement .) but the game has
potential to become something more.

P.S. Add more characters don't make another game.. its good but its very slow when its not connected to the ethernet.
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MY PERSONAL IMPRESSION LOG :
first:
"Hmm.. this graphic is cute, just like harvestmoon"
second:
"THERE'S A FERTILIZER? EVEN BETTER!"
third:
"H-hold up, shopkeeper-san what did you say?"
fourth:
"...."
Fifth:
"Is that a giant bee.............................."
sixth:
"................................................................................................"

Sometimes graphics fools you

indeed it's 10/10 if you are into this kind of thing. I am not going to judge you. This gun is, while slightly pointless, still decent
nonetheless. It can be useful in combat, you can camp outside a base and snipe everyone, and when they find you, you can stop
using the scope and just spray and pray.. Hidden Object Game about an isolated hospital and a patient (male!) fighting a demon
horde. The graphics are nice, the HO scenes are a bit boring with the same scenes used over and over. A bonus chapter
unlockable finishing the main story explains some backstory. The backtracking is very annoying since the map can't be used to
teleport but is there only for reference. The game is nothing special, good enough if you're a beginner but there are better ones
on Steam.. I was hoping for more from this game. I played it through to all three endings, none of which satisfied me (and I
mean that in a gamer way, not a carnal way). Some of the options led to demeaning situations that made me want to take a
scalding shower to get the icky feeling to go away. It felt like a girl-on-girl game made for guys.

Not to mention that the translation was very bad. It did sort of add do the dimwitted, ditzy protagonist, I guess. But that was
another thing. I really didn't give a crap if she won or lost. And the love interest was...well...horrible. The ONLY character I
cared about was the mermaid, and she was barely in it.

In the end, I just skipped dialogue and clicked past the unread to unlock all the achievements so I could have it done with. Sorry
game-makers.. This game is okay if you don't like fun. I was given a key to review this game, and while I appreciate it being
free; I would have bought this none the less! Beautiful graphics. Simple, but immersive gameplay. Very creative characters! Oh,
and one more thing.... SKY PIRATES! :D Not graphically demanding, either. A must buy!. This is easily the most autistic
journey I have ever experienced.
9.5/10

PeeTee Babybuu:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/680300/PeeTee_Babybuu/. v1.1.13:
- increased logging

if you can't pick up dropped/thrown weapons, send me the latest log from: C:\Users\[YOUR
USERNAME]\AppData\Roaming\Domina\
email to: contact@dolphinbarn.com
. Easy Red 2:
Hi.

The development of "Easy Red 2" has oficially started.

Actually, "Easy Red" will not the title of the game.
This reason is due to several graphical innovations that the game will gain, changing a lot the aspect of the product. Also, it will
be totally rivisited to achieve a stable, defininded, good-looking game.
Several new ideas and AI improvements will be performed.
More news soon.
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Marco. An Arch-tempered Kulve Taroth slithers onto Steam!:

From Friday, April 19 00:00 to Thursday, May 16 23:59 UTC, an extremely dangerous tempered form of an elder dragon,
known as an "arch-tempered monster" will be sliding onto Steam!

Accept the new Event Quest The Fury of El Dorado to take on an Arch-tempered Kulve Taroth.. The Steam Autumn
Sales are ON!:
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Some Donation DLC are at 15%.

All DLC’s profits go to charity!

“Hack the Core” and “Red and Blue ~ Cycles of Existence” are at 33%.

In “Hack the Core”, you must save Orobis City from terrorists by hacking the Core in virtual reality. Text-based game.
In “Red and Blue”, Taralise saved Salieka’s life. Since then, Salieka is madly in love with her. 2 cycles, 1 tragedy… Text-based
game.

“Les 4 Alice: Lorange Journey”, “A.L.A.N.: Rift Breakers” and “Entre-Deux: Cursed” are at 20%.

In “Les 4 Alice: Lorange Journey”, Alice Lorange, an autistic teenager, ended up trapped is a strange house. Text-based game.
In “A.L.A.N.: Rift Breakers”, Alex become a Rift Breaker and his life is forever changed. He must now fight the monsters
threatening his hometown. Text-based game.
In “Entre-Deux: Cursed”, when Elrica meets the elusive Entre-Deux, sentient zombies, will she gain their Trust and survive?
Text-based game.

Also, the bundles: 
https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/8181/
https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/8219/. Echo's crowdfunding campaign on Kickstarter!:
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Hi everyone!
We are proud to tell you Echo’s crowdfunding campaign on Kicksarter now!
We are raising funds to further raise the game quality.
Feel free to visit the details on here.
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1846551915/echo-a-pc-action-game-of-jrpg

If you didn’t played the Echo, you can try the Demo first.
Please support us.
We’ll try our best to finish the game.
Help us to spread, tell your friends!
And also don’t forget to follow us.
Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/Echo2010.ourvoice/
Twitter
https://twitter.com/echo_ourvoice. New Update available!:
New Update available! Change some Artwork and fixed a bug in gameplay.. DreadEye on SXSW gamer's voice award:

Hello everyone,
We are happy to announce that DreadEye VR was announced as one of the nominees from SXSW gamer's voice award on VR
category.

Please kindly visit us @SXSW Indie Corner Game Expo from March 15th-17th
Booth 1407 - Austin Convention Center :)
See you there!
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All the best,
Digital Happiness. 3.19.1.0 Update Notes:

Map Progress:
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